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22nd December 2014
ASX ANNOUNCEMENT
ANTEO TECHNOLOGIES AND USA BASED IMRA ENTER INTO AGREEMENT

Anteo Technologies Pty Ltd (a subsidiary of Anteo Diagnostics Limited, ASX: ADO) and
IMRA America, Inc. are pleased to announce a new agreement today. Anteo
Technologies and IMRA will work to co-develop a ready-to-use product that, when
developed, could have broad applications in medical device, in-vitro diagnostic and
the life science markets. The companies will begin a joint feasibility study this month.
Anteo’s patented coupling technology platform, Mix&Go™, is expected to deliver
improved handling, manufacturability and performance characteristics for IMRA’s
proprietary i-colloid™ high purity colloidal nanoparticles.
Anteo will work closely with IMRA using Mix&Go™ to investigate this opportunity.
The initial project focus will be on the activation of gold colloids for use in a vast array
of applications. The first step is to co-develop a Mix&Go™ activated Gold Particle
Coupling Kit, specifically tailored to IMRA’s i-colloid gold product range.
Dr. Geoff Cumming, CEO of Anteo Technologies said: “This is a positive step as we
engage with more global partners and take steps to co-develop products using our
unique technology platform,”
“Anteo is meeting its objective of releasing a new product to market each quarter.
The fact that we can meet this fast-paced performance goal can be attributed to the
ease and speed with which Mix&Go allows the product development cycle to be
completed. We look forward to applying our unique technology and ‘know-how’ as
we develop a new kit with IMRA,“ said Dr. Cumming.
Dr. Makoto Yoshida, Executive Vice President in charge of the Research and
Development of IMRA America, Inc. said: “I have great hope that we can create new
applications for i-colloids™ through this collaboration with Anteo Technologies and
develop valuable new products by combining the advantages of our technologies.”
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Anteo uses its patented technology to develop, manufacture and commercialise
proprietary surface coatings for use in healthcare, life sciences and beyond. Anteo
Technologies delivers the surface you want on the surface you have.
IMRA is a world leader in the research, development, manufacturing and application
of ultrafast fiber lasers. IMRA uses laser-based proprietary manufacturing methods
and produces high purity colloidal gold and other noble metal nanoparticles free of
surfactants and residual chemical reagents.
Anteo Technologies Pty Ltd
Anteo uses its patented technology to develop, manufacture and commercialise
proprietary surface coatings for use in healthcare, life sciences and beyond. Its core
technology is realised in the Mix&Go product range which delivers product solutions
to the challenges of establishing highly functional biological interfaces between
fragile biomolecules and synthetic, and often incompatible, materials. Bio-Layer Pty
Ltd, a subsidiary company of Anteo Diagnostics Limited (ASX: ADO) has recently
changed its name to Anteo Technologies Pty Ltd. This change does not affect Anteo
Diagnostics’ shareholders.
IMRA America, Inc. http://www.imra.com / http://nano.imra.com
Founded in Ann Arbor, Michigan in 1990, IMRA is dedicated to the development of
ultrafast fiber laser technologies for commercial applications. IMRA’s technology
portfolio includes over 450 US and international patents and patent applications. The
company’s pioneering technologies, rigorous quality control and high volume
manufacturing operation make IMRA’s products the sound choice for scientific, OEM
and industrial use. IMRA also continues with cutting edge research in areas of new
functional nano-materials for bio-medical and energy applications, keeping IMRA
front and center in a broad spectrum of research and development.
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